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ABSTRACT
Technical and economical impacts of distributed resources have encouraged big industry managers and distribution
systems’ owners to utilize small type of electric generations. One important preventive issue to develop these units is
islanding situation. Expert diagnosis system is needed to distinguish network cut off from normal occurrences. It should
detect islanding in time to disconnect the unit and prevent any additional failures in equipment. An important part of
synchronous generator is automatic load-frequency controller (ALFC). This controller is designed properly to respond
to load variations and to fix frequency at constant value when working alone as an islanding system and to control
output power when operating in parallel with the main. In this paper, a new approach based on monitoring ALFC response with regard to input signal to governor is introduced. Numbers of initial crossing value are introduced as an
index for islanding detection. Simulation results show that input signal to governor has different characteristics in
common disturbances.
Keywords: Automatic Load Frequency Controller, Distributed Generation, Governor, Islanding Detection, Initial Value
Crossing

1. Introduction
Power systems are conventionally designed considering
large central power plants to supply various types of
loads via transmission and distribution lines. Growing
load demand in the power systems will leads to new
problems like raising the transmission and distribution
lines congestion, transformers overloading, increasing
power losses, and declining system reliability. Recently
Distributed Generation (DG) units have become more
common to conquer these dilemmas. There will be a clear
amendment in the distribution system configuration because of Incorporation of DG units at the distribution
level. DG sources include many important technical and
economic influences via modifying active and reactive
power flows. Many Industries and commercial power
customers use their own synchronous DGs providing
required energy of the industrial units partially. Moreover,
these small generators occasionally operate with low
power or as stand-by sets. In this situation, they are potentially able to work in parallel with the main and sell
energy to local electric company. However, grid operators do not generally dispatch the output powers of the
small units working in parallel with the main. Without a
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suitable operating control system, injection power of DGs
besides of increasing fault level and some power quality
problems such as harmonics, frequency deviation, and
voltage fluctuation can cause most important problem of
islanding operation.
According to IEEE STD 1547-2003 [1], an island is a
condition where a portion of a grid is energized solely by
distributed generators while that portion of the grid is
electrically separated from the rest of the power system.
After disconnection from the main grid, the islanded system initially faces with power generation mismatch that
then will lead to an over generated or under generated
situation. Generation less than remained demand leads to
low frequency and voltage status in the islanded system;
whereas generation over load level can be directed to
stabilized frequency and voltage amplitude in the presence of an appropriate voltage and frequency control
system. In the early situation, the system voltage and
frequency will stay between the predetermined standard
limits. Many power systems include reclosers in their
structure to protect the equipments against big faults such
as lightning and reconnect automatically an isolated part
after pre-specified time of operation. Normally a recloser
operates and reconnects a tie-line to supply the isolated
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part again if the fault or any other breaking causes are
cleared. Most important issue regarding the DG and reclosers or automatic switches is that embedded generations have not yet been equipped with a reliable recognition facility detecting loss of main after a short while
main network islanding. Therefore, reconnections of the
networks yield to out of phase reclosing of DGs and failures in the embedded generations. In this situation, large
mechanical torques and currents are usually produced
that can damage the alternators, prime movers, or other
coupled devices. Therefore, the ability to detect islanding
situation is a very essential requisite for distributed generators specifically for synchronous generators.
Recently, researchers have done many efforts to develop reliable and economical schemes for islanding detection that can be applied in various distributed systems.
The main philosophy of detecting an islanding situation
is to monitor and process variations of the output parameters of DG and/or connected system and decides
whether islanding has been occurred or not. In general
islanding detection techniques can be categorized into
remote and local techniques. Local techniques can be
further divided into passive, active and hybrid techniques.
Remote islanding detection techniques are based on
communications between utilities and DGs. Although
these techniques may present reliable performance more
than local technique, they are expensive and uneconomical to implement. Transfer trip scheme [2] and Power
line signaling scheme [3] contain two major concepts
employed in remote islanding detection techniques.
Local detection techniques are based on measurement
of the output parameters like voltage, current and frequency at the DG site. Passive methods work on measuring the parameters without any perturbation in connected
system. Rate of change of output power [4], rate of
change of frequency [5], Harmonic distortion [6], and
voltage unbalance [7] are a few common passive techniques.
Active methods are featured to some schemes where
inherently disturbances are injected locally into the system and system responses to these disturbances are proceeded to detect islanding conditions. Active schemes
include some procedures like reactive power export error
detection [8], Slip-Mode Frequency Shift Algorithm
(SMS) [9], Active Frequency Drift (AFD) [10], and
voltage positive feedback was used in [11].
Hybrid methods have been also developed which use
both active and passive detection techniques to detect
islanding situation accurately with less influences on the
network. Positive feedback (PF), voltage imbalance (VU)
[12], adaptive reactive power shift [13], and Average
Rate of Voltage Change correlated with Real Power Shift
[14] are some examples of the hybrid techniques. As a
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summary, none of the previously developed methods are
perfect. Researchers are being increasingly carried out to
discover a reliable and economical method for islanding
detection. Islanding is also considered in some papers to
study any consequence of islanding situation on system
[15].
One of the important parts of a synchronous generator
is automatic load-frequency controller (ALFC). These
days, all small generators are well equipped with ALFC
and governor to keep the frequency of the generator constant. These controllers are designed properly to respond
to the load variations and to fix the frequency at constant
value when work alone as an islanding system and to
control output power when operate in parallel with the
main. Therefore, controller behaves differently. In addition, characteristics of internal signals of the controller
are not identical for islanding and parallel operating conditions. The authors of this paper think that these signals
might be applicable for islanding detection purposes with
some confidences. Therefore, in this paper, a new method,
based on governor signal monitoring is introduced. Cross
Numbers of pre-steady state value is introduced as a discrimination index. Simulation results show that input
signal to governor has different characteristics in various
load switching and loss of main conditions. No need to
any additional devices, no influences on the main system
and no further cost are some of the advantages of using
governor signal monitoring approach to detect the
islanding situation.

2. System and Modeling
The case system in this article study consists of an embedded generator supplying a local load and connected to
an infinite bus via a transmission line as shown in Figure
1. Three buses are used to simulate different operating
conditions including various islanding situation. The
embedded generation unit is a 31.5 KVA small salient
pole brushless alternator with a diesel engine prime
mover, AVR, and governor.

2.1. Generator
Simulated machine is a three-phase generator which dynamic equations are given in [16]. Linkage flux  , the
inducted internal voltage, e and electromagnetic torque
are defined as fallowing respectively:
Breaker No.1

Breaker No.2

Breaker No.3

DG Unit
Local Load

Main Network

Figure 1. Embedded generation and studied system.
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Figure 2 shows a block diagram of all components of the
generator comprising the sampling block, the Automatic
Voltage Regulator (AVR), the excitation system and
generator. The excitation system itself consists of an inverse design synchronous machine and a full wave
three-phase rectifier diode bridge located on the shaft and
connected to the armature windings of the exciter machine. The output terminals of the rectifier are connected
to the field winding of the main alternator [17,18].
The AVR involves a PID controller that control the
duty cycle of output signal (see Figure 3).The output
signal of the AVR is used as the input voltage for the
field winding of the exciter machine. Parameters values
of the AVR are given in appendix.

2.3. Automatic Load Frequency Control System
The main task of the Automatic Load-Frequency Controller (ALFC) system is to maintain both frequency and
desired output power of the operation unit simultaneously
if possible. Otherwise, it will fix the frequency regardless
of the value allocated for the output power set point. This
is the case when a generator is isolated from the main
network and supplying a local load. However, ALFCs of
all existing generation units assist in controlling the frequency and power of a larger interconnection by suitably
correction of input torques of turbines to share the load
demands. Figure 4 shows a well-known block diagram of
ALFC and the parameters are given in appendix.
AVR

Exciter
Machine
& Diode
Bridge

Vf

Alternator

Vt
sampling

Figure 2. Generator and AVR model.
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In Equation (1) and Equation (2), the arrays of the inductance matrix comprising the self and mutual inductances of the field and stator windings are defined versus
the rotor position angle (  ). I in Equation (1) and
Equation (3) represents current. The parameters of the
machine are given in appendix.
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Figure 3. Automatic voltage regulator.
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Figure 4. Block diagram of governor, prime mover and rotor
dynamics.

3. Proposed Methodology
A power system normally operates in normal state with
fully power balance that total generated power is equal to
the sum of the demands and losses. In this operating condition, the frequency is a normal pre-specified value. Any
disturbances including switching and load variations lead
to a short while frequency variations of the system.
When small embedded generation unit is working parallel with an infinite bus via a transmission line, embedded generator always provides its own predetermined
power specified by the set point regardless of local load
variations. Therefore, the main system affords new load
demands. However some speed oscillations occurs nearby
the normal speed of the embedded generator when there
is a disturbances or load variations. Briefly, dynamic response of the embedded unit is a damped oscillation
around the normal frequency.
When an embedded generator is suddenly disconnected from the main, it will work separately from the
rest of the network serving the local loads. In this situation, ALFC system of the unit attempts to establish the
frequency and the generator will supply all remained load
in the island system including the local load. However,
variation of systems demand will cause a deviation in the
frequency depending on the load and ALFC parameters.
A loss of main occurrence is somehow similar to a load
switching to an isolated generator but of course with
some differences. Just for a brief explanation of the
islanding system performance, with referring to Figure 4
we have:
1
PG  s   Pref  s     s 
(4)
R
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Models of the governor and turbine are assumed two
simple single pole transfer functions respectively given
as:
GG  s  

1
1  sTG

(5)

GT  s  

1
1  sTT

(6)

Models of the governor and turbine are assumed two
simple single pole transfer functions respectively given
as:
According to Figure 4, the swing equations can be
written as:
PM  s   PL  s   Js  D

(7)

PM  s   PG  s   GG  s   GT  s 

(8)

1


 Pref  s   R   s    GG  s   GT  s   PL  s 


 Js  D

(9)

In Equation (9) R is droop of governor. D and J are
constants of the rotor of unit.
Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (9) yields to:
1

  s    GG  s   GT  s   Js  D   PL  s 
R



(10)

If the step-load application is defined as:

PL  s  

M
s

(11)

Substituting Equations (5), (6), (11) into Equation (10),
the speed deviation can be evaluated as:
  s   

  s  

M

1
s    GG  s   GT  s   Js  D 
R


(12)

 R   1  sTG   1  sTT 
M

(13)
s 1   R    Js  D   1  sTG   1  sTT 

Therefore the sustained speed deviation will be:
lim  s  s   
s 0

R  M
1 R  D

(14)

Dynamic and static responses of an ALFC loop during
load applications for an island generator and for the generator working in parallel with the main are not exactly
identical. According to Equation (14), a sustained speed
and frequency deviation of the island generator depends
on the governor parameters and amplitude of the load.
Whatever switched load be greater, static frequency error
of island system will be more visible. However, in the
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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presence of the main network, load application does not
have any influences on the steady state speed of the embedded generator. The speed of the machine is just
strictly related to the frequency of the main system,
which is assumed to be constant. Moreover, dynamic
responses of the ALFC loop and speed oscillations for
two different aforementioned operating conditions would
be different. These oscillations for embedded generator
will be around a constant value specified by the system
frequency while for the island system will be around a
new value depending on the size and type of the switched
load.
The above discussion demonstrates that monitoring of
dynamic and static responses of governor may offer an
index to discriminate islanding detection from other occurrences such as switching or load applications.

4. Results and Discussions
The system comprising a small 31.5 KVA diesel generator embedded in a distribution network is simulated
using MATLAB/SIMULINK environment to study
performances of ALFC loop in various operating conditions. The test system as shown in Figure 1, includes a
distribution network with three buses and variable loads.
The voltage sources shown in Figure 1 indicate the infinite bus.
All parameter and amplitudes are normalized via
proper base, as mentioned in the appendix to facilitate in
simulation and comparing results the performance of
input signal to the governor. According to the IEEE STD
1547-2003, maximum allowed time to detect islanding
situation is 2 seconds. So, all figures of input signals to
the governor have been illustrated within 2 seconds. The
nominal rate of DG power has been tuned on 0.2 p.u.

4.1. Load Switching in Presence of Main System
One of the most common disturbances in power system is
load variation. During a day, load profile consist so much
variation. Behavior of Input signal to the governor is
highly depended on both switched load size and place .In
this scenario various loads are connected and disconnected then from the studied system.
4.1.1. Load Switching between Breaker No. 1 and
Breaker No. 2
Switching loads to the network causes to Oscillation in
input signal to the governor. The main network and DG
unit seek to share the load variation with respect to network structure, variation amount, and DG capacity. The
ALFC system tries to balance itself with new circumstance. Because of regulation value of ALFC, any oscillation will be damped in few seconds. In the case of load
switching, variation of the input signal to governor would
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be more explicit as load variation being more considerable. This behavior is shown in Figures 5 and 6.
4.1.2. Load Switching between Breaker No. 2 and
Breaker No. 3
In this section, a scenario is considered to study the effect
of load switching far away from the unit. Similar to the
previous section, four amounts of loads are switched on
and then disconnected. Dynamic performance of the
governor in this scenario has been illustrated in Figures 7
and 8.
The clear distinction between Figures 8 and 9 with
Figures 6 and 7 is the performance of input signal to the
governor with regard to switched load amounts. The Dynamic responses of various types of loads have negligible

Figure 8. Input signal to the governor regard to section 5.1.2.

Figure 9. Input signal to the governor regard to section 5.2.1.

Figure 5. Input signal to the governor with regard to section
5.1.1.

Figure 6. Input signal to the governor with regard to section
5.1.1.

Figure 7. Input signal to the governor regard to section 5.1.2.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

difference in the case of load variation far from DG site.
Deviations of signals have been also decreased totally.

4.2. Islanding Situation
According to the Figure 6, breakers operating may lead
to islanding situation. Therefore, parallel working of DG
with network turns into isolated system containing DG
unit as main supply. One of the major failing points of
various techniques is equality of the supplied load of
embedded Generation before and after islanding situation.
Conventional procedures are usually unable to detect this
situation. In this scenario, it has been initially supposed
that local load is equal to the rate of embedded generation.
This assumption helps to study dynamic performance of
input signal to governor, when the power of DG is identical.
When the distributed generator becomes disconnected
from the main supply, it would tries to supply the demand
of the new island solely. Therefore, input signal to the
governor would be modified to keep speed of DG rotor
constant.
4.2.1. Islanding Situation Caused by Breaker No. 1
Some scenarios are designed to simulate the power island
that just involves DG site and its local load. Input signal
to the governor modifies to adjust unit with new situation
(see Equation (14)) in absence of main network. Dynamic
response of input signal to the governor has been depicted in Figure 9.
JEMAA
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4.2.2. Islanding Situation Caused by Breaker No. 2
Intentional or natural Operation of breakers No. 2 or No.
3 in Figure 1, forms an island consisting DG site and
some loads from the rest of the network. In this situation,
frequency of the island will drop because of inability of
DG to supply remained demand. A scenario including 3
amounts of loads are simulated in this section.
To guarantee frequency stability of island, light and
normal amounts of loads are switched on DG site (Figure
10). One of the simulation stages are based on equality of
DG generation and island demand. This assumption helps
to understand the dynamic response and oscillating behavior of mentioned signal similar to section 4.2.1 (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Input signal to the governor regard to section
5.2.2.

4.2.3. Islanding Situation Caused by Breaker No. 3
Similarly, an islanding situation by breaker No. 3 is
simulated (see Figure 12).

4.3. Capacitor Bank Switching
Power systems usually use capacitor banks for various
purposes. Utilization of capacitor banks makes many
advantages like locally reactive power compensation,
improvement of voltage profile, and market power reduction. Nonetheless, switching of the capacitors causes disturbance to involved system.
To realize difference between islanding situation and
capacitor bank switching, a scenario containing capacitor
switching, has been simulated in several places of test
system (Figures 13-15).Totally, Capacitor switching
imposes transient oscillation to input signal to governor
as well as small perturbations exactly after the switching.

Figure 12. Input signal to the governor regard to section
5.2.3.

4.4. Three-Phase Fault
Fault in transmission lines commonly take places with
different reasons. This issue put emphasize on fault
simulation especially in power systems comprising DG
units.
In this scenario, three-phase fault are simulated with
different amounts of fault impedances. Fault duration

Figure 10. Input signal to the governor regard to section
5.2.2.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Figure 13. Input signal to the governor through capacitor
switching close to the DG.

Figure 14. Input signal to the governor through capacitor
switching between breaker No. 1 and No. 2.
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(see Figures 9-12). All above are resulted because main
network controls frequency when embedded unit is connected to network; whereas embedded unit controls remained load when there is an islanding situation.

5. Conclusion

Figure 15. Input signal to the governor through capacitor
switching between breaker No. 2 and No. 3.

time has been set 2 cycles. Similar to the previous scenarios, faults are simulated in various places of test system. Simulations results have been illustrated in Figures
16, 17 and 18.
Considering various designed scenarios, a significant
difference of ALFC in Islanding situation is the oscillation circumstance of input signal to the governor. Load
switching phenomena lead to oscillations around the primary set point of the mechanical torque. These oscillations damp within about 1.5 seconds after switch operation. Capacitor switching includes small transient oscillations exactly after the capacitor switch operation. These
transient oscillations damp through the first cycle of main
oscillation. In the case of fault, there are more oscillations
within the two seconds with respect to the other phenomena. These behaviors show a network comprising
main and embedded generation needs more times to
overcome caused oscillations by fault occurrence. Less
alternation, non-crossing initial value, static error, and
high primary acceleration are some the features of the
input signal to governor in islanding situation. These differences between islanding situation and other similar
phenomena could be useful to define a new discrimination index based on the input signal to the governor.
Initial value crossing can be a proper discrimination
index to distinguish islanding and non-islanding phenomena. Initial value crossing is defined as passage
number of pre-steady state of input signal. As Shown in
Figures 5-8 and Figures 13-18, Load variation, capacitor
switching, and fault effects have damping sinusoidal oscillation. A while after occurrence, input signal of governor of DG would diminish exactly in previous steady
state value. On other hand, input signal to governor related to islanding situation does not pass initial value as
well as other occurrences. Depend on islanded load, input
signal to governor damps to over, under or pre-steady
state value. In non-islanding situation, there are about 4
up to 6 initial value crossing within 500 ms (see Figures
5-8 and Figures 13-18). However, input signal of governor in islanding situation pass through initial value 1 time
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

One of the important parts of a synchronous generator is
automatic load-frequency controller (ALFC). This controller is designed properly to respond to load variations
and to fix the frequency at constant value when working
alone as an islanding system and to control output power
when operating in parallel with the main. In this paper,
dynamic responses of the input signal to the governor

Figure 16. Input signal to the governor through three phase
fault close to the DG unit.

Figure 17. Input signal to the governor through three phase
fault between breaker No. 1 and No. 2.

Figure 18. Input signal to the governor through three phase
fault between breaker No. 2 and No. 3.
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have been simulated in various scenarios. Simulation
results show that the input signal to the governor has different characteristics in various disturbances and loss of
main conditions. No need to any additional devices, no
influences on the main system and no further cost are
some of the advantages of using governor signal monitoring approach to detect the islanding situation.
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Appendix
Table 1. Individual Generator Rating.
Type
Rated power
Rated voltage
Rated frequency
(RPM)

Table 2. Governor DATA (p.u).

3 Ph
31.5 (KVA)
380 (V)
50 (Hz)
1500

R
D
J
TT
Tg

0.05
0.01
1
0.002
0.004

Table 3. Parameters of the synchronous machine.

DC component
2nd harmonic
4th harmonic
6th harmonic
8th harmonic
10th harmonic
12th harmonic
14th harmonic
16th harmonic
20th harmonic
24th harmonic
26th harmonic
28th harmonic

Self inductance of stator
phase “a”

Mutual inductance of stator
phase “a” and “c”

Mutual inductance of stator
phase “a” and field

1.3e-2
0.0
5e-3
0.0
1.2e-4
0.0
3.5e-5
0.0
1.2e-5
5.8e-6
3.6e-6
0.0
8.4e-6

-6.5e-3
0.0
5.8e-3
0.0
1.1e-4
0.0
3.1e-5
0.0
3.3e-5
1.5e-5
4.8e-6
0.0
2.4e-5

0.0
0.2
0.0
2.5e-8
0.0
7e-4
0.0
2.5e-4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Resistance of the field circuit= 3.7 Ω
Inductance of the field circuit=1H
linkage inductance of the field=2.086 H
Ra= Rb= Rc= 0.199 Ω
Leakage inductance of the stator phase “a”= 1 H
Load PF = 0.8

Table 4. AVR DATA (p.u).
a
b
c
d
e
Vref
K1
K2
K3
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0.046
4.8
0.345
0.0067
13
1
5.1
-5.1
5.1
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